End of May 2012 we travelled with our two
sons, 16 and 13 years old to Rancho Konnikat in
Makochewo (Макоцево) in Bulgaria. From the first
moment on we felt quite welcome and familiar. Julia and
Svilen showed us the horses we would ride the following
days.
To get acquainted, we worked with the animals, because
they need to respect and respond to us during the rides.
We learned a lot about the behavior and the thinking of
the horses. This was a very important training and a
wonderful experience, too.

During our visit we lived in a renovated house in the village near to the ranch. The rooms
were tidy and comfortable. The bathroom was simple, but clean with a hot shower. In the
beds we all slept well. But the best were our neighbors: 100 sheep with their lamb. We had
breakfast at home. For the ride we took lunch-packets with us: In the evening a freshly
cooked meal was served and we enjoyed the Bulgarian food, especially the delicious
homemade yoghurt.

Each day we went on great rides in this marvelous surrounding of the village and we had:
• adventure

• romance

• nature

• culture

The famous Bulgarian writer Elin Pelin was born in a village nearby. There, we visited a
museum and the house where he was born. Our neighbors in Smolsko showed us their
treasures: a room in traditional Bulgarian style and their beautiful garden.

Last we went on a two-day-trip over the hills through the forest to Smolsko, and we spent
the night in an old, rustic farmhouse.

Last but not least we want to thank Julia, Svilen and Sarko for this great experience. The
horses were really good, well-behaved and strong, even they are not huge they didn't
stumble at all, although the paths were rough. In the Western saddles we felt certain, but
they were quite hard. Our guides took good care of us, especially of the boys, so we had
nice trips and always felt save. We had the chance to discuss about life in Bulgaria,
handling of the horses and other interesting issues. We had contact with locals and saw
how they live. We actually could share the life of the people of a Bulgarian village – far
away from the common touristy way to visit a foreign country!

[I apologize for not knowing how to spell the Bulgarian names! Please feel free to correct
them. Thank you!]

